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PREFACE

This volume contains copies of slides presented by members of The Boston
Consulting Group to Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Maryland in June, 1992 in
Owings Mills, Maryland.
At the presentation, the slides served as the focus for discussion; they are
incomplete without the accompanying oral commentary. This document will
be most meaningful, therefore, to those who attended the meeting.
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OBJECTIVES OF STUDY

Identify economic and strategic implications of various universal access
bills currently under debate at Maryland or national level
• Consumer Choice
• Pay or Play
• Bush proposal
1·.:

•
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Other
- BCBSA plan
- single payer
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EXTERNAL INTERVIEWS

Kevin Calmero, GHAA
Jason Cassell, Senator Kennedy's Office
Andrea Cohen, Senate Subcommittee on Health
Neal Dyana, Department of Health, Hawaii
Zack Dykeman, Centre for Health Policy Studies
Bernie Gilbert, Medicare
Jay Himmelstein , Senator Kennedy's Office
Jack Langenbrunner, Office of Management and Budget
Miles McDermott, Medicaid
Robert Moffet, Heritage Foundation
Richard Proctor, Government Affairs, State of Maryland
Stu Schmidt, Department of Health and Human Services
Janet Shikles, General Accounting Office
Joan Simmons, Health Care Leadership Council
Carl Volpe, National Governors Association
Gordon Wheeler, HIAA
John Wiener, Brookings Institute
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UNIVERSAL ACCESS LEGISLATION
Summary (1)

Pay or play and single-payer type proposals are likely to have a strong negative effect on the
private insurance industry
•

Generating a large-scale migration away from the commercial side of the business

•

Greatest opporutnity for BCBSM lies in becoming Maryland public plan administrator

Tax-subsidy type proposals are likely more attractive
•

Increasing the available market for private insurance (uninsured and Medicaid
populations)

Aspects of the Bush proposals could be more desirable than Maryland consumer choice
proposals
•

Some experience rating allowed for large groups

•

Fewer mandated benefits, providing more flexibility in a competitive environment where
pricing restrictions exist

Bush proposal, however, does not eliminate problem of uninsured
•

RAIN 70177 -2 lcm.5!6!92

At least 60% of uninsured get virtually no credit
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UNIVERSAL ACCESS LEGISLATION
Summary (2)

Success in "consumer choice" or "Bush" postlegislation environment depends on ability to
capture incremental share of volume mig~ating from national and government (where BCBSM
share is relatively high) to individual market (where BCBSM share is low due to market
fragmentation)
•

Increasing importance of capabilities to market to individuals

Significant migration to managed-care products (HMOs and PPOs) will also occur
•

Minimum "consumer choice" premium is 15% less than current indemnity rates

Abilities to manage care and risk pool will be key to sustained competitive advantage
•

RAIN 70177-2 /cmS/6!92

Potentially increasing market for NEWCO "carve-outs"
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APPROACH

Current Market Overview
• Overall market
• BCBSM's position in
market
Proposed Legislation
• Consumer choice
• Pay or play
• Bush proposal
• Other proposals

Impact of Legislation
• Evolution of market

Strategic implications
for BCBSM
• Result of legislative
changes
• Potential opportunities
to influence legislation
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CURRENT.MARKET OVERVIEW

l
Ill

• ·. _Pay or play
.' Bushproposal

ll;--- - - - - - - - - - - -

Iii Impact of .Legislation
•=❖=;= = ~:= =~= : -;,:❖.-.-. .-.❖X•,. · =·=,.❖=•=,.❖.l.❖•❖w.-.-= ·•-❖ •·:?.❖•❖ · =·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=•=❖=•x -❖=•=❖~~=)~; • Evo Iuti on of market
• Other proposals
•

..

I

Strategic .implications .
~rBCBSM ·.
1
. • Result of legislative

changes

II

• Potential opportunities !lfJ
to influence legislation ltl~
❖•
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4.2 MILLION MARYLAND LIVES ADDRESSED BY LEGISLATION
4.5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

4.2M Lives

Uninsured account for 14% of market
•

3.6

Individual (0.31 M)

Maryland
Lives
(MM)

Medicaid accounts for 7% of
population

2.7

•
Private <200
(1.22M)

10% of uninsured are high
risk

Q

1.8

Majority of whom are heavy
users of health care

Individual purchasers of insurance
make up 7% of the market
Groups account for 72% of the market
•

0.9

34% of lives are insured
through groups greater than
200 lives

0
Note: Does not include 0.5M lives insured by Medicare/military
Sources : Lewin ICF; Feinblatt commission ; BCG interviews , analysis, estimates
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BCBSM IS THE SINGLE LARGEST PLAYER IN THE MARKET
Market Share Varies Significantly by Business Unit
Share Of Market
1.2

0

0
0.8
Insured Lives

l,~,:~"I~
24%

PPO

National

HMOs

(MM)

0

30%

Indemnity

0.4

~

y

I 79o/c 1,,
:;:;:;:;:•:•:::,::::::: ·:::·:::::i:::!:

0
Note : Does not include O.SM lives insured by Medicare/military
Sources : Lewin ICF; Feinblatt commission ; BCG interviews, analysis, estimates
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SELECTION BIAS COULD SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECT POSTLEGISLATION RISK POOL
Current Marketplace Perception That BCBSM Attracts High-Risk Lives

Market belief that BCBSM vulnerable to disproportionate numbers of high-risk lives
•

"Anyone who's ill wants to be with the Blues."

Most BCBSM business leaders feel BCBSM risk pool is disadvantaged
•

Adverse selection from HMOs affects national and government business

•

Historically lax underwriting standards in corporate
-

•

RAIN
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although recently instituted strict underwriting standards

IMO is insurer of last resort in individual market
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PROPOSED LEGISLATION

Current Market Overview .·

I

• Overall market
• BCBSM~s p~sition in
market

. Impact of Legislation
~*?::::w:::::,::~::::::r~u!:f:•~~•~-r.❖:•:•::},!~:M•··•:•❖:::·~:-:~::..;t-~·==::.:r.:.~~~f~••=-~:::•:*:•••••:•:~,

• Evolution of market

Iii

Strategic implications
~rBCBSM

I

•>t'.•1fHesult of legislative
changes .

, !~~

• Potential opportunities
to influence legislation

1.

I~I
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CONSUMER CHOICE LEGISLATION

CONSUMER CHOICE (1)
Proposed Market Structure

Employers

Taxes

----------, Credits/Vouchers- - - - - - - - - ,
Government

• 4% of payroll
• 27% of gains
from lowered
premium expense

Individuals

Jaxes
• On health
benefits

Employee / Individual
Premium/ Contribution

Employer
Premium Contribution

,

Copayments

Insurance
Carriers
and HMOs

....

Provider
1

Provider

Provider

Provider

Provider

2

3

4

5

....

Source : Maryland House Bill (Casper Taylor Version)
RAIN 701 77-2 /cm 516192
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CONSUMER CHOICE (2)
Key Elements of Legislation

Government gives each individual a tax credit/voucher for a maximum of $3,400
• Adjusted for age/sex/income

0

11111,,.~1 0
0

Blt~II
0
•)f:LimltatJOhs/?:J:
·•·,··,.·

.....

·.•

.. •.··

·-· · ·· -·-· ·-·.··

.·

.... ,,

_

Employer required to offer a basic and a basic+ plan
• Not required to pay for it
• Employee can choose employer plan or any other on the market

Minimum mandated benefits
• Extremely rich minimum benefits
Beyond basic benefits carriers can offer anything else

All carriers must offer at least one basic plan
• At or below full voucher price of $3 ,400
All providers/carriers must use common bill ing/reimbursement form

Only modified community rating on all products
• Age/sex/substance abuse factors
Voucher modified for age/sex factors only, not geography

Source : Maryland House Bill (Casper Taylor Version)
RAIN 701 77-2 lcm 516192
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CONSUMER CHOICE (3)
Key Elements of Legislation

c::>

llilll:ill I

:lllil;iiii~

t]tlt,ftta.fJltfJl~f!J~!}J

0

All products have
• Guaranteed issue
• Guaranteed renewability
• Portability
• No preexisting condition requirements

Mandated for all individuals
Tax credit can be used only for insurance purchase

Voucher price point set to channel most of population to managed-care product

c::>
c::>

Medical inflation controlled by adjusting voucher value
State board measures quality and outcomes of providers

Cost-neutral, with financing coming from
• Payroll tax
• Individual tax
• Medicaid reallocation

Source: Maryland House Bill (Casper Taylor Version)
RAIN 701 77-2 fem 516192
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CONSUMER CHOICE (4)
70% of Population Receives at Least 85% of Credit

. Total cost of credit

= $4.78

tll

Total financing

.. .. .'' ....... ' ..'... ..... .. . ... ·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Tax Credit Distribution

3

2

2

Tax
Credit
($B)

Revenue
($B)

1

1

0

0

Income Level ($K) 0-14
Credit Level
100%

15-29
80%

30-49
85%

1~:1

-0,

-0,
3

= $4. 78

........ .......................... .... } ::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::

50-100
65%

>100
50%

Financing Distribution

Individual - Employer Deduction Medicaid
Tax
Tax
Removal Allocation

Other 1

Salary Of Population
($K)
1 Savings fmm hospitals , state and local government
Source : Center for Health Policy Studies , Maryland
RAIN 701 77 2 /cm 516192
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CONSUMER CHOICE (5)
Original Proposed Implementation Schedule

•
•
•
•
•

Modified Community Rating

►

Guaranteed lssue/Renewability/Portability

►

Availability of Tax Credits

ERISA/IRS Mandates

Medicaid Waivers

►

•
•
•

State Board to Measure Quality/Outcomes

►

Source : Maryland House Bill

RA IN 70 177-2.lcm 516192
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PAY OR PLAY (1)
Proposed Market Structure

N
Employers

y

• Employer
contribution to
public plan
·· 7-9% of payroll

· Individuals

Government
• Individual
_
contribution to public
plan
- based on income

Employer
Contribution
(80%}
Employee Contribution (20%}

Insurance Carriers
and HMOs

: Copayments

Public Plan

---·----------"
I

Provider
1

Provider
2

Provider
3

Provider
4

Provider
5

Source : Senate Bill 1227 (Mitchell Federal proposal)
RAIN 701 77-2 fem 516192
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PAY OR PLAY (2)
Key Elements of Legislation

0

Employer offers health benefit plan or pays 7-9% payroll tax
• Employee must accept employer plan if offered
• Employer must contribute 80% of premium for minimum benefit plan

[,)

Carriers must offer basic benefit plan
• Relatively rich "best plan" in Democratic version
• Actuarially equivalent plans allowed

All carriers must offer basic plan

!jillffill

0

Uniform billing and claims processing system mandatory for small carriers ,
optional for large carriers

0

Rating restrictions apply only to small groups
• Modified community rating
age, sex, blocks of business
• Rating increase limitations

Source: Senate Bill 1227

RAIN 701 77-2 /cm 516192
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PAY OR PLAY (3)
Key Elements of Legislation

III~ili11 :

llltllltd

c::>

Applicable to small groups only
• Guaranteed issue
• Guaranteed renewability
• No exclusions for preexisting condition

0

Mandated for all individuals

Federal Expenditures Board
• Government sets national expenditure goals for health care

c::>

Encouragement of managed-care
• Federal expenditure rules set ceiling only on reimbursement
• Waiver of state restrictions on managed-care operations

Source: Senate Bill 1227

RAIN 70177-2 /cm 516192
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PAY OR PLAY (4)
Financing Mechanisms
Projected Market Configuration

4.5----------4.2M Lives

Public plan has 1.51 M contracts*
•

3.6

Completely financed by 7%
payroll tax on employees
-

$2.3B dollars

Nonpublic plan insurance paid by

2.7

0

1.8

•

Employers (80% of premium if
not paying tax)

•

Individuals (20% of premium)

lnditidual (0.02M)

0.9

0
* Based on estimated 60% share of market (Refer page 55)
Sources: Urban Institute; BCG analysis, estimates
RAIN 701 77-2 /cm 516192
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PAY OR PLAY (5)
Implementation Schedule

Mandatory
Group
Participation

Larger Groups (> 100)

•
•

►

State and Local Governments
Medium-Sized
Groups (25-100}

•

small

•
•

Individuals

Public Plan

►
►

Groups ►

Any Individual Not
Covered under
Employer Health Plan

►

America re
(Uninsured individuals not covered by employer plan}
Phased-in Environment

Source: Senate Bill 1227

RAIN 701 77-2 /cm 516192
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BUSH PROPOSAL (1)
Proposed Market Structure

---------- Credits/Deductions ---------Employers

Low-Income
Individuals

Government

State mandates at least
two carriers to provide
basic plan
• Carrier can sell plan at
market rates

Employee / Individual
Premium/ Contribution

Employer
Premium Contribution

,

Copayments

Insurance
Carriers
and HMOs

Provider
1
■

■

■

Provider
2

Provider
3

■ ------~

Provider
4

Provider
5

....

Source : The President's Comprehensive Health Reform Program (2/6/92) ("Bush proposal")
RAIN 701 77-2 lcm 516192
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BUSH PROPOSAL (2)
Key Elements

0

Government gives low- and middle-income levels a tax credit deduction
(maximum $3750 per family)
• Maximum benefit varies by family status and decreases rapidly with
income
100% at or below poverty level
Scaled to 10% at 150% of poverty
95M Americans will receive some benefit
Employers can choose to provide and/or fund plan
Employees can choose employer plan or any other plan in market

0

States define minimum mandated benefits (relatively limited)
• Plan is targeted to be priced at value of tax credits

States mandate at least two carriers to offer basic plan
• But no price restrictions

0

Mandatory pooling of small groups and low-income (tax credit) individuals
• Health Insurance Networks (nonprofit , voluntary organizations)
create pools
• Carriers compensated/penalized based on comparative risk pools

Sources : Bush proposal; BCG interviews
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BUSH PROPOSAL (3)
Key Elements
No restrictions on large groups (experience rating, ASO permitted)

i

111111111

eelllli1ilr:l!:i!i :/
<?u:::::y :)t? :<:::u::t:tt))t+u> >,,
:i:I!:!:ii

1

0
0

1i11111r4t t 0
I!11111111 I 0

0

Small-group reform broken into short and long term
• Short term (1-5 years): transition measures
modified community rate, limited experience rating, limited "banding"
• Long term (5+ years)
no restrictions, pooling considered sufficient
Guaranteed issue and renewability
No exclusions for preexisting conditions

Not mandatory
• Voluntary tax credits/deductions must be used to buy health care

Very limited
• State restrictions on managed-care relaxed
• Malpractice reform
• Reduced paperwork costs

"Medical inflation controlled by adjusting value of tax credit"
• Tax credits and deductions ~$35 billion when program fully phased in
Public-sector savings from proposed reforms considered sufficient to offset tax

Sources: Bush proposal ; BCG interviews
RAIN 701 77-2 lcm. 516/92
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BUSH PROPOSAL (4)
Financing Mechanisms
Several initiatives are outlined to make the system more cost-effective
• The proposal claims that together the public portion of these initiatives will more than offset the $358
cost of the tax credit/deductions
Tax policy changes
• Fixed-dollar credit rather than percent of premium increases cost sensitivity

1r11,1~r1: c:>

Insurance market reforms
• Legislation to block favorable risk selection
• Pooled insurance purchasing for individuals/small groups
Improved information to consumers

:JA~
elmlnts,rat1vex:

c:>
lllif&1ill : c:>
111[11 c:>
11m~~111a1 1J c:>
j: : rMi1JpJ:Jif
:::<><•tRetorm•t ::>•:
c:>
:1: Ii :li!:i:!:!i:lil!:! ~lvl~g§!!Ii!il::1IJ:!::i

>:
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Reduction of administrative and paperwork costs
• Especially for small groups

Encouragement of managed-care arrangements

Prudent purchasing and increased efficiency for Medicare and Medicaid

Encouragement of "healthy behaviors" and preventive testing

Capping amount of allowable noneconomic damages

The Boston Consulting Group
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BUSH PROPOSAL (5)
Implementation Schedule

•

Tax credits / deductions

►

•

Risk pooling for individuals

►

•

Transition measures for small groups

►

• Risk pooling
►
for small groups

Source : Bush proposal

RAIN 701 77-2 /cm 516192
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OTHER PROPOSALS
•

BCBSA

•

Single Payer

BC BSA PROPOSAL (1)
Proposed Market Structure
Taxed on benefits in excess
_ _ _ _ _ _o.: . .:f minimum plan

Small Groups

1--

Government

Individuals
Tax incentives
to buy care

Large Groups

Provide care
for those below
poverty line

Copayments, etc.

Must provide and
subsidize care

"Qualified"
Carriers

Provider

.. ..

1

Provider
2

Medicaid

Provider
3

Provider
4

Provider
5

. . ..

Source: BCBSA

RAIN 70177-2 /cm 516/92
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BCBSA PROPOSAL (2)
Key Elements

Large groups must "contribute" to cost of premium

0

Small groups must pay "assessment" or contribute to cost of employee premium
• Assessments lower than cost of care
Individuals will have incentives to buy private care, based on income
Current tax subsidies for private insurance will be reevaluated

0
0
0
RAIN 701 77-2 /cm 516192

Basic benefit plan
• Benefits not specified

All carriers must be "qualified"
• Meeting certain vague requirements regarding U/R, managed-care
Risk-sharing among carriers (both lives and profits)
• Only for high-risk small employers

None

The Boston Consulting Group
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BCBSA PROPOSAL (3)
Key Elements

0

llli!iill~I

0
0
0

RAIN 70177-2 lcm 516192

Guaranteed issue, renewability
Guaranteed portability

Minimal
• Qualified carriers will have incentives for cost control
• Must negotiate favorable prices with providers , provide U/R, and
protect against balanced billing
• Malpractice reform

Tax from small employers to help finance individual purchases
Other government programs continue as before

Not addressed

The Boston Consulting Group
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BCBSA PROPOSAL (4)
Summary of Key Issues

BCBSA "health access" proposal is a version of "pay or play"
•

Concentrating only on small-group and individual market

Proposal lacks specific detail in several areas
•

Actual financing mechanisms
-

RAIN 701 77-2 /cm 516192

will assessments cover cost of subsidizing individual care?

•

Guidelines for "qualified" carriers

•

Timing

The Boston Consulting Group
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SINGLE-PAYER PROPOSAL (1)
Proposed Market Structure

Employers

Taxes

►

Government

Taxes

Individuals

Individual contribution for
supplemental/wraparound
Employer
contribution

National Plan Administrator
• Could vary by state

Insurance
Carriers

Provider

1
. . . . -------

Provider
2

Provider
3

Provider

Provider

4

5

.. . .

Source : BC BSA

RAIN 70177-2 fem 516192
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SINGLE-PAYER PROPOSAL (2)
Key Elements
Payment flows

Benefit design

Market structure

Rating limitations

Accessibility

Cost containment

Funding

Timing

IQ
IQ
I0
Q
IQ
IQ
IQ
IQ

Completely federally funded program
• Providers would enter into participation agreements similar to Medicare
• Hospitals and nursing homes would be paid out of a national budget
No individual coinsurance, copayment, or deductibles

Rich set of benefits

Administered by Health Care Financing Administration (Dept. of Health and Human Svces)
• Medicaid , Medicare, federal, military, and veterans' programs eliminated

No reform of private insurance

Guaranteed health care for all residents

Annual budgets for all federal health care expenditures

Premiums, payroll taxes, increases in corporate and individual taxes

Not specified

Source: National legislation (Representative Russo's bill)

RAIN 701 77-2 lcm 516192
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COMPARISON OF MAJOR UNIVERSAL ACCESS PROPOSALS

Consumer Choice
Financing

,__ Pay ot Play

I Tax vouchers/credits financed

Public plan financed through
payroll tax

Credits/deductions financed
through cost savings in public
system

Yes - set by state government
• Extremely rich

Yes
•

Yes - varies by state
• Skimpy

Must be less than or equal to
tax voucher

Unspecified
• Should be competitive
with public plan

Market value

Modified community rating for
all groups
• Across all products

Modified community rating only
for small groups

Only short-term community
rating on small groups
• No other restrictions

Price of basic plan set low to
encourage HMO and PPO type
plans

National expenditure goals set
by federal government
• Including passive
measures to encourage
managed-care

Passive measures
• Malpractice reform
• Uniform billing etc.

None

None

Carriers compensated/
penalized based on
comparative risk pools

mainly through
• Payroll tax
• Individual tax

Mandated
benefits
Price of minimum
benefits

Rating

Cost containment

Risk sharing

RAIN 701 77-2. /cm 516192

. Bush Proposal

Rich
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IMPACT. OF L_EGISLATION

.Current Market Overv,ew
• Overall market .

•
market

•· Pay or play ' ·
• Bush proposal

,:-:-:-;
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Strategic implications
for BCBSM .

:::·rr:~:·r::.:x:r;;.·r::r::r:::~r:r:.:;;;;;r:::·x:

.!_@'{~~:Result of legislative
changes.
• Potential opportunities
. to influence legislation

CONSUMER CHOICE LEGISLATION

CREDITS WILL LEAD TO A DRAMATIC DECREASE IN UNINSURED
88% of Uninsured Will Get at Least 85% of The Tax Credit
40--------------------

Most uninsured will get at least $2890
worth of tax credits
Under new mandates all uninsured
will be required to purchase health
insurance

Percent of
Maryland
Uninsured
(%)

0

20

Virtually all uninsured will purchase
insurance through the individual
market
•

Employers not now offering
insurance will continue not
doing so

Most uninsured will be average risk

•

0

100% Credit 90% Credit

~10% are high-risk individuals

85% Credit 50-65% Credit

Private insurance market will grow 17% in enrollment from entry of uninsured
• Most uninsured will purchase insurance through the individual market, increasing segment size by 184%
• Utilization increases will be slightly higher given the health status of 10% of the uninsured
Sources: EBRI ; BCG interviews , analysis , estimates
RAIN 70 177-2 /cm 516192
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THE ENTIRE MEDICAID POPULATION WILL
NOW PURCHASE INDIVIDUAL INSURANCE
Leading to a Significant Increase in Utilization

All Medicaid recipients are below poverty line
•

And will receive full value of credit

Low employment rates within Medicaid population will require them to purchase insurance as
individuals

Health characteristics of the Medicaid population will lead to a disproportionate increase in
system utilization

Private insurance market will grow 9% as a result of entry by Medicaid recipients
• Most recipients will purchase insurance through individual market, increasing segment size by 94%
• Utilization increases will be significantly higher given the health status of Medicaid recipients

RAIN 701 77-2 /cm 516/92
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PEOPLE BUYING INSURANCE IN INDIVIDUAL MARKET
WILL CONTINUE TO DO SO

60---------------------,
All except group employed individuals will
continue to buy individual insurance
Group employed individuals previously
rejected by group plans could rejoin their
40

Self-employed

groups
•

Percent of
Maryland
Individual
Market

0

Group employed

Less than 15% of individual market
existing base of individual
market may shrink by 10%

20

0
Employed Homemaker

Retired

- Under 18

Other

Individual insurance market will remain steady
• 10% decrease due to previously uninsurable individuals rejoining their groups
Sources : Sterling marketing ; BCG inteNiews , analysis , estimates
RAIN 701 77-2 /cm 516192
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TWO KEY FACTORS WILL DRIVE
EMPLOYER BENEFIT DECISIONS IN CONSUMER CHOICE

Economics

Human Resources

Desire to minimize costs
•

Employee expectations for
continued level of benefits

Or at least maintain
current cost levels

~

;/7

A

~

.

Most employers will try to limit costs to prelegislation level
•

RAIN. 701 77-2.lcm 5/6192

With strong pressure on larger employers to retain
similar benefit levels
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NET IMPACT OF CONSUMER CHOICE ON EMPLOYER HEALTH CARE COSTS
DEPENDS ON THREE ISSUES

Interpretation of Casper Taylor legislation
•

Are proposed new health care taxes deductible payroll expenses or incremental
taxation?

Average payroll
•

Proposed flat payroll tax implies that high payroll employers will contribute
proportionately more towards financing Consumer Choice legislation

Existing level of contribution
•

RA IN. 701 77-2. lcm.516'92

Employers that currently contribute more to employee health care costs will have a
more favorable net impact than employers who contribute less

The Boston Consulting Group
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INTERPRETATION OF LEGISLATION DRIVES IMPACT
ON HIGH AVERAGE PAYROLL COMPANIES
Final Outcome Will Lie Between Two Potential Interpretations

ri

First interpretation: All proposed new health care' taxes are deductible payroll expenses
•

Companies with average contribution levels and average payrolls exceeding $51,000
will have increased health care costs

Second interpretation: All proposed new health care taxes are incremental taxation
•

Companies with average contribution levels and average payrolls exceeding $23,000
will have increased health care costs

On average, companies with per unit payroll expenditures in excess of
$23,000-$51,000 will have increased health care costs under Consumer Choice
·.·.·.•.:,:-:•:-:-:
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· PREDICTING GROUP BEHAVIOR AFTER LEGISLATION

HR Factors

Likely_ Behavior

[,)

On average employers will
have at least $230 per
employee to invest in
insurance

Employer will mostly
choose to invest savings for
employees
• Wraparound products
• Richer benefits

Two-thirds of employers win
continue to offer and
subsidize group insurance.
A third will migrate to
individual market

Strong union pressure will
push for continued benefits

[,)

Given high average payroll,
some government bodies
could lose money under
legislation
Under community rating
government rates will fall

Two-thirds the government
bodies will continue to offer
and/or subsidize insurance.
A third will migrate to
individual market

Given high average payroll,
some big companies could
lose money under new
legislation
Under new legislation costs
will go up
• Loss of experience
rating

Strong employer and inner
pressure to continue to
provide benefits
• Balanced by concern
for costs

Two-thirds of employers will
continue to offer and/or
subsidize group insurance.
A third will migrate to
individual market

Economic Factors

[,)

Under almost all scenarios individual will accept insurance being subsidized by employer
:::::;:::;:/::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;::::::.:>::.::::::;:_:;:;:;:;:·.:.;>:;::::<;:;:;'.:'.:::.::..... ·.·.·.· .. ·.·.·.·.·.·.•,·

Sources: Internal interviews; Center for Health Policy Studies; BCG analysis, estimates
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EVOLUTION OF MARYLAND MARKET AFTER LEGISLATION
4.5

-r----------------------------------------------,
Behavior Under
New Market
Current Segmentation

Consumer Choice

Segmentation

Insurance
not offered

3.6
~

..............

~

~·---------

Individual
(2.18M)

2.7
Maryland
Lives
(MM)

Employers off er
insurance but
do not contribute

1.8

::::::::::::::::::?:::::::::::::'.::::::::::!::::::~::]

- - - - - - -

::;::::;::) ::::::::::::::;::::::;:::1{ilt:::::::::;:::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:
j!I

Individual (0.39M)

::::::~~:!':!:!!=!".-::::~:~~~

0.9

iii::

~~~((..~(.~~::::::

··· ······ ······· ······ ······ ·· ·

... .. .. . .. ... .. .. .

_ _ _ 11:,r~a1 l tsii!ll

Employers offer and
contribute toward
insurance

Individual (0.20M)

Fi

Govt (0.40M)

;-

Govt (0.40M)

0
Sources : Center For Health Policy Studies; County Business Patterns; BCG analysis, estimates
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TWO KEY FACTORS WILL DRIVE DECISION TO PAY TAX
OR SUBSIDIZE BENEFITS IN PAY OR PLAY

Econom,cs 'YJ@ :{{::::,,::::·::
Cost tradeoff between public and
private plan
•

Whether firm's business can still
be experience-rated

.
.

RAIN. 70177-2.lcm.5'6192

Benefits versus cost orientation
Employee expectations for care

Average salary in firm

'

.:;(>Human R~:solJttes .

..

Perceived difference in quality
between public and private plans

JI'

Will drive projected enrollment
•

Share in public plan

•

Share in private plans

The Boston Consultlng Group
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ECONOMICS OF PAY OR PLAY
Pure Cost Comparison Suggests That Almost All Groups Will Enroll in Public Plan
Projected Breakeven Between
Public and Private Plans

Average Salary By Firm Size

4,000--------------80%of
Premium
for Basic
Plan

Premium 3,500
Cost

35,000

3,000

- - - - - • - - • • •

:~~~;ie 30,000 j_
._.................. ·l\~j[~l i· I
Salary

80% Premium
for Low-Cost
HMO

2,500

----------------,

Breakeven for
Traditional
Plans

2s,ooo

~~~k~~=~

for

5

20,000

2,000
15,000
1,500
10,000

1,000

5,000

500

0

10

20

30

40

50

I 1./{}@d F@J:{@I
1-24

25-99

(I/){\ ! l}\)l(!

FJ]{}ffl I gr11

100-499 500-999

1,000+

Income ($K)

At <9% tax rate, only those firms with significantly above average
payroll would choose a private plan
•

Only firms larger than 500 employees would consider an HMO

Sources: Urban Institute; National legislation; BCG analysis
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THE UNINSURED AND MEDICAID MARKETS

::f</rHe'. Uninsured,::

<:.,:·. :. :.:.: I A .

: ,J ,c :
600

soo ~I

Unemployed/part-time
• All will go into public plan

I

400

~I

I Unemployed/

300

~I

I

200~1

I

100 ~

0

Part-Time

Under pay or play legislation, all go into public plan

Employed or dependents
• Mostly likely
self-employed or
members of small groups

11111111 Employed or

·~

d.. <.:.. : :.d

>:: 1t11e /CBI

Dependents

• Will make choice of care
in same ratio as small
groups

/I
.

'

.

nio . ment }>??\:-:°'./
:.r:::::u>
: : : : : : .::::.: :<':.

<>p··· .·:.::,. •:,,,::~":::::.<;>:::<::::.::d·... ···· E ·. ::': : : .·,,:1·1 ::::::: :: :
., .. <,

rio~ecte
..· .

.-. .. . . .}\ :....::<.· .· '.

Uninsured
• Three-quarters will join public plan
• One-quarter will remain in private
plans
Medicaid
• All will join public pan
Sources: Lewin ICF; Feinblatt Commission; BCG estimates
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ALMOST ALL INDIVIDUALS WILL ENROLL IN PUBLIC PLAN

Individuals rejected by groups and

30
Se If-employed

self-employed could join private plan

Rejected by group

•

At most 50% of
self-employed

•

One-third of rejected
individuals

Group doesn't off er care

c::>

All other individuals likely to enroll in

• Unemployed

public plan

• Dependents
• Students
• Others

90 percent of individuals go to public plan
• 1O percent remain in private plans

RAIN. 70 r 77-2.lcm. 516192
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PREDICTING GROUP BEHAVIOR AFTER LEGISLATION

HR Factors

Likelr_ Behavior

Payroll tax represents far
cheaper option for most
employers

Public plan probably
acceptable to most groups
• Benefits richer than
most current
small-group plans offer

Two-thirds of employers will
opt for public plan
• One-third will remain in
private plan

Public plan probably
represents the cheaper
option
• Based on average
overall salary level

Political pressure to join
public plan
• Although unions may
push for richer private
benefits

Two-thirds of employers will
opt for public plan
• One-third will remain in
private plan

No significant cost
differential between private
and public plans

Strong sensitivity to benefit
level
• Predisposition to offer
richer benefits

Two-thirds of employers will
remain in private plan
• One-third will enroll in
public plan

Economic Factors

[,)

[,)

[,)
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THE SHORT-TERM EFFECTS OF PAY OR PLAY
COULD BE DEVASTATING FOR BCBSM
Unless It were Chosen to Administer the Public Plan
4.5

---------------------::::::::;--~
Current
Segmentation

Behavior Under
Legislation

New Market
Segmentation

3.6

~~·-··················

/MD

-····················
2.7
Maryland
Lives
(MM)

1.8

1

--------------------111111r~o:.1111!!11
0.9

/MD

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _JIliiiiil

0
Note:
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Urban Institute suggests 50/50 split
Few believe that public plan will account for as little as the 35% intended by legislators
The Boston Consulting Group
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LONG TERM, MANY EMPLOYERS MAY SWITCH BACK TO PRIVATE PLANS
If Payroll Tax Increases Because of Public Plan in Unprofitable
4000-r--------------------,
Predicted chain of events leading to higher tax
• Payroll tax set at 8%
actuarial and political calculation

+

• Those that enter the public plan have higher
than average risk
large groups with low risks keep
private plans

+

3500
Original Indemnity (@80120)

Premium 3000
Cost

-----------------------------New Indemnity (reduced 5%)
L L:
---------------------------- ------ -,----

2500

2000

• Government unable to control costs
• Government is forced to raise taxes to pay
unexpected health care costs

+

• Indemnity plans become more attractive for
private insurance

1500

1000
8% Payroll Tax

500
0 ;:----~,:------,r-------t-----!--_J
40
20
30
0
10

gr14

Income ($K)

With a payroll tax increase of 20% and a premium decrease of 5%, the breakeven
average payroll for choosing a private plan drops from $40,000 to $30,000
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PREDICTING GROUP BEHAVIOR AFTER LEGISLATION

Impact of Legislation

Likely_ Behavior

l l l~llll!llil 1l '!I c:>

Tax credits and rating limitations will
allow purchase of insurance

Eighty to ninety percent of uninsured
will purchase individual coverage

1 1 '11,~!f1 11!1!1111~1 1 c:>

Program replaced by subsidies

Medicaid recipients will purchase
individual insurance

III l~! f11~~~111? c:>

High-risk individuals can no longer
be denied group rates

Ten percent of individual policies will
join groups

l!ll ll llllllrl'!~I I IIc:>

Minimal impact

Unchanged

1:~!!lilill!llll~l~~111,11~111 O

Minimal impact

Unchanged

I!l l l lll-r.llllil!l Ic:>

Minimal impact

Unchanged

111111

Ill

11 1111 1

1
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BUSH PROPOSAL ADDRESSES AFFORDABILITY
FOR ONLY 30-40% OF UNINSURED

40 - - - - - - - . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100
%of Maximum
Tax Credit

80

Percent of
Maryland 20
Uninsured
(%)

7· ~tm;J•··. }i~
t

I

~

~!ifi ll~l il

·~

11

I

l '\.. "'- "'- "'- "'- "'- "'- "'- "'- "'-1

60
%of
Maximum
Tax Credit
40

20

0

~

Poverty

100-200% of
Poverty

1200%-$50K

>$SOK

0

Income Level
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EVOLUTION OF MARYLAND MARKET AFTER LEGISLATION
Bush Proposal
4.5

r------=---------------------------------------.
Current
Behavior Under
New Market
Segmentation
Uninsured
(0.57M)

3.6

~

< < < << < < < <<< << << <<<<<<<< ~

• • • • • •• •••

Legislation

Segmentation

Uninsured (0.34M)

Uninsured (0.34M)

.. - .. .. • - - .. .. .. ~::.;.·r •:(iitft:t\);.:tt:((·f tt:t·t:friCc'°t°t·tl

Medicaid (0.29M)

Individual (0.82M)

' ··· · · · · · · ~::!••

Maryland

2. 7

Lives
(MM)

1.8

Individual

0.9
Individual
Government
(0.60M)

0
Sources: Center For Health Policy Studies; County Business Patterns; BCG analysis, estimates
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COMPARISON OF MAJOR PROPOSALS
Evolution of Maryland Market
4.5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
4.2ML/ves

4.2ML/ves

4.2ML/ves
Uninsured (0.34M)

3.6

Insurance
not offered

Individual
(0.82M)
Individual
(2.18M)

Maryland
Lives
(MM)

2.7
Employers off er
insurance but
do not contribute

1.8
IMO
(0 02M)

0.9 I

Employers offer
and contribute
toward insurance

it~~I:;1 !!t!~i~11
}:·· !::

::

: ::.::··· .

Govt (0.40M)

0--------
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Consumer Choice

Government

Payor Play
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Government
(0.60M)

Bush Proposal
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STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS FOR ·BCBSM

L

Current Market Overview
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• Overall market
•. BCBSM's position in ~
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RESULTS OF LEGISLATIVE CHANGES

IMPLICATIONS SPAN SEVERAL STRATEGIC DIMENSIONS
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• Migration across segments
• Shifts in segment purchasing power

• Impact of adverse selection
• Elimination of exclusion criteria

• Standardization of plans
• Increased demand for supplemental/wraparound products

• Increased importance of
- administrative efficiency
- ability to manage care

• Exit of minor players
• Increased prominence of "managed-care" competitors

The Boston Consulting Group
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IMPLICATIONS FOR BCBSM (1)
Business Mix
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Change Due to Legislation

lmp_lications

• Dramatic increase in individual
market
• Shift in segment purchasing power
toward small groups
• Significant decline in group
business
- continuing ASO business will
probably shift to fully insured

• Effective marketing efforts needed
to capture major share of migration
to individual market and HMOs
- due to migration from group
business (BCBSM share 38%) to
individual business (BCBSM
share 24%)
- increased importance of
capability to market to individuals
• Need to acquire insurance portion of
remaining ASO business
- could lead to increased margins
from retained customers

• Dramatic migration to public plan
- Private insurance market
shrinks by 60%
- business mix shifts to large
groups

• Greatest opportunity in obtaining
state mandate to be public plan
administrator
• Increased focus on acquisition of
large-group business

• Shift from uninsured and Medicaid
markets to individual business
• Small groups and individuals
migrate to health insurance
networks (HINs)
• Group business largely unchanged

• Increased individual market
represents key opporutnity to grow
IMD business
• Need to attract business from health
insurance networks

The Boston Consultlng Group
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IMPLICATIONS FOR BCBSM (2)
Risk Pool

Change Due to Legislation
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lme_lications

• Entry of high-risk uninsured and
Medicaid recipients to individual
market and small groups
• Modified community rating
• Elimination of exclusion criteria

• Strategy to avoid adverse
selection
- price appropriately within
restrictions to discourage heavy
users
- offer narrow choice within basic
plan to steer heavy users to
extremely tight networks
• Increased emphasis on
managed-care

• Minimal restrictions for groups >2~
• Rating limitations for small groups
- modified community rating
- elimination of exclusion criteria

• Strategy to avoid adverse
selection in small groups
- pricing and product design as
for consumer choice

• Minimal restrictions for groups
>100
• Rating limitations for small groups
- modified community rating
- elimination of exclusion criteria
• Medium-term mandatory pooling of
small groups
- carriers compensated/penalized
based on comparative risk pools

• Comparative risk pool equalization
reduces relevance of adverse
selection
- but likelihood that fair
adjustment factors will be
created is low

The Boston Consultlng Group
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IMPLICATIONS FOR BCBSM (3)
Product Design
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Change Due to Legislation

lme_lications

• Two product types will emerge
basic restrictive network-type
product
. HMO/PPO targeted at
individual market
- enhanced product
. HMO or indemnity product
targeted primarily at groups
could include supplemental/
wraparound insurance

• Product differentiation less important for
strategic advantage
- ability to steer heavy users to best
managed-care providers becomes critical
• Wraparound business becomes increasingly
important
- to attract employers and differentiate from
basic plan
• Need to determine lowest-cost product for
basic plan
- HMO/PPN
• Need to understand drivers of cost and
expected change due to legislation
- e.g., aggressive underwriting no longer a
cost driver
• Positioning of various managed-care assets
becomes critical
- ensuring each is allowed to capitalize on
its unique strengths

• Basic benefit plan relatively rich

• Choice of basic plan should be driven by
projected profitability
- similar to consumer choice

• Minimum benefits extremely
limited
• Few restrictions on product design

• Development of basic product for large
individual market
• Product differentiation remains potential
source of competitive advantage

The Boston Consultlng Group
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IMPLICATIONS FOR BCBSM (4)
Cost Structure

Change Due to Legislation
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lmp_lications

• Price cap on basic plan
• Reduced pricing flexibility because
of community rating

• Increased importance of
cost-effective management of care
- administration
- provider discounts
- managed-care infrastructure
(NEWCO)
could increase market for
carve-outs

• Waiver of restrictions on
managed-care operations
• Reduced pricing flexibility for small
groups because of modified
community rating

• Low-cost basic product needed to
compete with public plan
• Provider discounts could erode if
public plan negotiates "favored
nation status"
• Increased emphasis on
managed-care entities
- NEWCO could market services
to other plans (including public
plan)

• Minimum mandated benefits
targeted to be priced at full value
of tax credit
• Reduced pricing flexibility for small
groups because of modified
community rating

The Boston Consunlng Group

• Need for cost-competitiveness on
basic plan
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IMPLICATIONS FOR BCBSM (5)
Competition
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Change Due to Legislation

lme_licatlons

• Requirements to offer basic product
at capped price
• Elimination of ability to "cherry-pick"
• Increased private insurance market

• Potential exit of smaller players
- unable to select risk
aggressively
- lack of managed-care
infrastructure
• Importance of ability to market
effectively to individuals could
deter carriers from entering market
• Increased presence of major
managed-care companies

• Public plan becomes largest
competitor
- reduced size of private insurance
market
• Elimination of ability to "cherry-pick"
small groups

• Low-cost basic product required to
compete with public plan
• Some smaller players may exit
- loss of customer base to public
plan
- unable to underwrite business
aggressively

• Reduction of need to "cherry-pick"
small groups
• Voluntary prospective reinsurance
pool
• Increased private insurance market

• Minimal exit of smaller players
- increased market size
- risk-sharing mechanisms

The Boston Consulting Group
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IMPLICATIONS FOR BCBSM (6)
Key Issues from Single Payer Proposal

Single-payer legislation radically changes the private insurance industry
•

Virtually eliminating private insurance market
-

except for wraparound/supplemental business

Greatest opportunity for BCBSM lies in becoming the Maryland administrator of the national
plan
•

Current affiliation with Medicare could provide precedent

•

Smaller opporutnity in closed-model managed care operations, for example Columbia
Medical plan

Because of radical nature of proposal, legislation unlikely to pass

RAIN. lOrll-2.lcm.516192

•

Strong opposition from HIAA, AMA

•

States may develop more customized solutions first

The Boston Consultlng Group
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POTENTIAL OPPORTUNITIES TO INFLUENCE LEGISLATION

SEVERAL OPPORTUNITIES MAY EXIST TO INFLUENCE LEGISLATION

Il!lt111111!1

What type of rating methodology should apply to large groups?
• Modified community
• Limited experience and demographic rating
Should community rating apply to all products?
• Or only the basic one?

,~'"111111;1 11 0

Should there be a risk-sharing mechanism among carriers?
• Given the entry of high-risk uninsured and Medicaid

I ll"~lil lll!l

0

What is the appropriate price level for the minimum benefit plan?

IIIRIRIIJl!II!~

0

Given skewed average payroll by employer size, should the consumer
choice payroll tax be flat?

lllflSW~l'fti

0

What is the right benefit level?

1
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OPPORTUNITIES TO INFLUENCE LEGISLATION (1)
Rating Methodology and Scope

BCBSM is price competitive in large ASO markets though profitability is marginal
•

Community rating may compromise the price position and reduce competitive
advantage

•

Although margins would increase for retained customers that offer insurance
-

premium on risk assumption

Community rating on all products reduces flexibility
•

Increasing healthy group rates on basic and basic + plans

Community rating for all group sizes (as proposed by consumer choice) could erode group
business
•

Removes major incentive for large groups to buy group insurance

Limiting community rating to basic product for small groups and individuals could

RAIN. 7TJ 177-2.lcm. 5'6/92

•

Encourage innovative product design

•

Sustain BCBSM share in larger groups

•

Still maintain social intent of legislation

The Boston Consulting Group
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OPPORTUNITIES TO INFLUENCE LEGISLATION (2)
Risk-Sharing

BCBSM can retain its managed-care advantage in the absence of a risk-sharing mechanism
among carriers
•

Market could also consolidate because smaller plc!yers leave

But danger exists that adverse selection toward BCBSM by entering groups of heavy users
(Medicaid and high-risk uninsured) could worsen risk pool
•

Leading to higher prices under community rating

Appropriate risk-sharing strategy depends on assumptions about BCBSM's 1/
relative advantage in managed-care offsetting the adverse selection

RAIN.70177-2.lcm.516'92
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OPPORTUNITIES TO INFLUENCE LEGISLATION (3)
Price Caps

Consumer choice sets price ceiling for basic product

Aggressive price level would favor low-cost producers
•

Penalizing niche players used to competing on the basis of risk selection

•

Also hurting insurers with below-average risk pools

The lower the price cap, the bigger the opportunity for NEWCO carve-out business

Appropriate price caps should reflect BCBSM's
ability to offer basic product at fair margins

RAIN. 70 I 77-2. lcm. 516192
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OPPORTUNITIES TO INFLUENCE LEGISLATION (4)
Financing Mechanisms

Financing mechanisms relying on flat payroll taxes put disproportionate burden on groups with
higher than average payroll
•

Large groups, small professional firms

BCBSM has a strong market presence in such groups, e.g., government

. Tax burden on high-income groups could cause large-scale migration to individual markets
•

Where BCBSM has lower share

Alternative financing mechanisms that do not
penalize large employers should be explored
•

RAIN."l0177-2.lcm.S'6'92

Preserving BCBSM's strongest markets

The Boston Consulting Group
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OPPORTUNITIES TO INFLUENCE LEGISLATION (5)
Minimum Level of Benefits

Skimpy minimum benefit levels in consumer choice will lead to lower costs for the basic product
•

Lowering the taxes needed to finance the credits

In consumer choice legislation, large employers will consequently have more money in their
pockets
•

Because of lower payroll taxes on them

Large employers are thus likely to offer wraparound products for employees to supplement the
basic plan

Supporting minimal benefits for basic plan builds individual
market while minimally disrupting market for large groups
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::;::·: ::-:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::;::::
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UNIVERSAL ACCESS LEGISLATION
Summary (1)

Pay or play and single-payer type proposals are likely to have a strong negative effect on the
private insurance industry
•

Generating a large-scale migration away from the commercial side of the business

•

Greatest opporutnity for BCBSM lies in becoming Maryland public plan administrator

Tax-subsidy type proposals are likely more attractive
•

Increasing the available market for private insurance (uninsured and Medicaid
populations)

Aspects of the Bush proposals could be more desirable than Maryland consumer choice
proposals
•

Some experience rating allowed for large groups

•

Fewer mandated benefits, providing more flexibility in a competitive environment where
pricing restrictions exist

Bush proposal, however, does not eliminate problem of uninsured
•
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UNIVERSAL ACCESS LEGISLATION
Summary (2)

Success in "consumer choice" or "Bush" postlegislation environment depends on ability to
capture incremental share of volume migrating from national and government {where BCBSM
share is relatively high) to individual market (where BCBSM share is low due to market
fragmentation)
•

Increasing importance of capabilities to market to individuals

Significant migration to managed-care products (HMOs and PPOs) will also occur
•

Minimum "consumer choice" premium is 15% less than current indemnity rates

Abilities to manage care and risk pool will be key to sustained competitive advantage
•
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